
 

 

 

Purchaser Name_______________________________________________ 

Street Address_________________________________ City__________ 

State_______ Zip______________ Phone Number___________________ 

E-Mail________________________________________ 

 

Purchase Price $____________________ 

Shipping $__________________ Tax___________ 

Total Cost $_______________ 

Deposit of $______________ Date Paid______________ 

Remaining Balance Due $_____________ Date Paid___________ 

Date Puppy Will be Picked Up__________________________ 

Breed Labrador Retriever 

Color__________________ Distinguishing Markings_______________________ 

Date Whelped_____________ Puppy/Dog AKC Registration #____________________ 

Sex of Puppy/Dog is M or F     **Companion (Limited Registration) Breeding/Show (Full Registration)** 

Sire Name ______________________________  AKC Registration # ___________________ 

Dam Name______________________________ AKC Registration # ___________________ 

 

 



All of our puppies come with: 

 An exam done by our veterinarian, shots and dewormed for age of Puppy/Dog. 
 Health records and a 26 month HIP/ELBOW/EYE & GUARANTEE** 
 LIFETIME INHERITABLE DISEASE(EIC/CNM/DM) GUARANTEE** 
 Puppy packet with information about new puppy ownership. 
 24 Hour lifetime breeder support. 
 Dew claws removed. 

Holding Agreement: 

A $250 deposit is required to hold your puppy for you. This is payable in cash, credit card, or check. This 
ensures we WILL NOT sell your pick/puppy to any other person as long as you the buyer pick up (or 
make arrangements to pick up) your puppy when it is 8 weeks of age. Remaining balance is due by the 
time you pick up your puppy and is payable in cash /credit card. No personal checks will be accepted. If 
you do not call us to schedule a pick up date/time before your puppy is 8 weeks old or MISS your 
scheduled time and do not contact us within 24 hours we reserve the right to void the puppy sales 
contract and find another buyer. Deposits are not refundable! Please keep in contact with us during the 
puppy process to assure we are all on the same page with schedules, etc.  

Within this agreement Flying S Retrievers will be referred to as the “seller” and the person purchasing 
the puppy/dog will be referred to as the “purchaser” or “buyer”. Any reference to puppy/dog is 
interchangeable for either a puppy or a full grown dog. It is understood by both purchaser and seller 
that any puppy/dog sold by Flying S Retrievers is being sold as a working hunting dog. The seller expects 
that this working dog be treated as part of the family, and cared for as such. 

Puppy Guarantee and Contract: 

1. Puppies are to be in good condition for the first 72 hours after the time purchaser assumes 
physical possession of the puppy. The buyer agrees to have the puppy examined by a licensed 
veterinarian at buyers’ expense within the first 72 hours. The seller will provide a vaccination 
record of the purchased puppy to buyer that is appropriate for age. If the puppy is due for 
vaccines and the buyer neglects to provide them and the puppy contracts a disease that could 
have been prevented by vaccinations this guarantee is null and void. 

2. If puppy dies within 24 hours of purchase buyer must have an autopsy done by a state licensed 
veterinarian, at buyer’s expense, to determine cause of death. If cause of death is due to 
preexisting condition that was there before buyer took possession of the puppy, a replacement 
puppy will be given, of equal value, when one becomes available. Only if our attending 
veterinarian confirms first findings and puppy was properly cared for while in buyer’s 
possession. No cash refunds will be given. A replacement puppy will not be given if the prior 
puppy was not properly taken care of and all aspects of the contract were met.  

3. We guarantee your puppy will pass a hip certification from OFA at 2 years and 2 months of age 
or before. If puppy does not pass the OFA rating no later than 26 months of age a replacement 
puppy will be given when one of equal value is available. If purchaser wants a puppy of greater 



value the original purchase price will be credited and the remaining amount will need to be paid 
in cash/money order. Under no circumstances will a cash refund be given. If the puppy does not 
pass with a good or excellent in a full registration pup, buyer has the option to breed the dog 
and waive the guarantee, or spayed/ neutered and kept as a pet or returned to the breeder.  If 
puppy is tested after 2 years and 2 months/ 26 months this guarantee is void.**  If buyer breeds 
the dog after 18 months of age, the hip guarantee will be based on the OFA prelim results 
instead of the 2 year old OFA.  By breeding the dog prior to the 2 year OFA the buyer agrees to 
abide by the prelim OFA results and is comfortable with the result as being final despite and 
result here after.   

4. Seller reserves right to request second opinion from another licensed vet or specialized 
professional of Breeder’s choice at the Buyer’s expense on the hips if the results of the first OFA 
show signs of dysplasia. Not all vets know how to do hip x-ray. We suggest you call beforehand 
for vets who do specialize in this so it can be done correctly. Results from 2nd opinion will be 
sent to another certifying agency OFA and the best rating will be taken. 

5. The seller will offer a LIFETIME INHERITABLE DISEASE(EIC/CNM/DM) GUARANTEE, dogs are 
guaranteed not to be affected by Exercise Induced Collapse, Centronuclear Myopathy, 
Degenerative Myelopathy at any point in their lifetime(All pups will be either “Clear by 
Parentage” or “Carrier” -Possible that some dogs can be a recessive carrier but not express, in 
which case the pup will live a normal, healthy life and does not require the seller to provide a 
replacement) 

6. The seller shall not be responsible for any Veterinary/medical costs for the puppy/dog after it is 
in the buyer’s possession. The puppy/dog is transferred to the buyer as “healthy” and is not 
responsible for any injury incurred to the puppy after the time of sale.  

7. Seller is not responsible for mites, immunity levels, pneumonia, mange, heat stroke, ring worm, 
conjunctivitis, intestinal worms, fleas, ticks, ear infections, or any disease that could have been 
prevented by proper vaccination/care once the puppy is transferred to the buyer. Buyer is 
responsible for keeping their puppy in proper conditions for its health and welfare.  

8. The seller shall provide a registration paper ONLY after this purchase agreement has been 
signed and the total amount due has been paid. If the seller does not have registration papers at 
the time of puppy sale the seller will provide proof that it has been applied for and have it 
mailed to buyer as soon as seller receives it. All puppies are sold on Limited Registration unless 
other arrangements have been made. We suggest spaying/neutering your pet by 12 months of 
age. ***Full registration is available to approved breeders/programs only and at full registration 
price. If full registration is given for breeding purposes all health clearances must be done and 
passed between 20 and 24 months of age BEFORE the dog is bred. If the dog is bred before 2 
years of age or without the proper clearances the health guarantee is null and void. If puppy 
does not pass health clearances between the age of 20 and 26 months of age the puppy is to be 
spayed/neutered and kept as a pet or returned to the breeder.   A credit will be given for the 
original price of puppy, toward another puppy when one is available** 

9. If buyer plans to show puppy or compete in any way the buyer does not guarantee puppy will 
become a champion. Seller also does not guarantee ability to hunt.  



10. If buyers prefer commercial shipment seller will arrange shipment for puppy described above. 
The buyer will be responsible for all and any cost associated with shipping said puppy in addition 
to full purchase price. All shipping cost and purchase price must be paid BEFORE puppy is 
shipped. The seller will not ship a puppy before 8 weeks of age. The seller will not be responsible 
for the safety of the puppy while in transit. Including all injuries concurred due to accident.  

11. The buyer agrees to provide annual vet exams, heart worm checks and preventatives and all 
recommended vaccines yearly and to keep records of them or all guarantees are voided. The 
buyer also agrees that puppies will be kept in appropriate conditions for its health and welfare.  

12. The buyer agrees to feed puppy a quality food full of nutrients and wholesome ingredients that 
are appropriate for health, activity level and life stage of puppy/dog. 

13. The temperament of a dog is based upon how well it is socialized, trained and cared for. Proper 
nourishment, socialization, exercise and training are huge in how the puppy’s temperament 
turns out. For this reason seller does not guarantee temperament of puppy/dog. There will be 
NO REPLACEMENTS, CREDITS OR REFUNDS FOR TEMPEREAMENT. Seller strongly recommends 
puppy classes but it is not required. Seller expects puppy will be properly socialized after 
vaccinations. Seller is NOT responsible for any damage done at any given age to people, 
property, other animals or grief that may be caused due to loss of dog/puppy for any reason. 

14. Seller is not responsible if your puppy is lost or stolen. Seller will not refund the purchase price 
or provide a replacement puppy for this reason.  

15. If at any time the buyer is un able or unwilling to provide the puppy/dog with a proper home, 
the buyer has the opportunity to return puppy to seller as first option. No payment will be made 
to buyer for the return of the puppy. The seller has 10 days to accept or reject this option. The 
buyer is responsible for all costs related to returning puppy. The AKC papers will be transferred 
back to seller at the buyer’s expense as well. It is stressful for a dog to be bounced around from 
house to house, which is why this is here. Please consider asking for training advice if training is 
the reason you plan to re home your puppy/dog.  If a puppy is transferred to another owner, all 
health guarantees are null and void.  

16. If buyer chooses to breed without full registration and breeding rights, the buyer will be held 
responsible for $2,000 dollars in damages and all court costs.  

17. If the authorities seize the puppy/dog for neglect or abandonment the seller reserves the right 
to recover the puppy/dog without compensation to the buyer. No replacement puppy will be 
given. 

18. The buyer agrees to pay any and all court and attorney fees incurred while enforcing this 
contract.  

19. Buyer agrees to these terms: puppy will not be sold, leased or given to any research 
establishment. The puppy will not be transferred to another party without the seller’s prior 
knowledge and consent. 

20. If it is brought to our attention at any time that the puppy is being abused, neglected, or not 
properly taken care of in any way, the authorities will be called for investigation.  If buyer is 
found at fault, seller will take permanent possession of the puppy.  Any expenses incurred to the 
seller after the puppy/dog is confiscated due to neglect or mistreatment will be the responsible 
of the buyer and payable to the seller.   



 

 

 

 

This agreement contains the whole agreement between buyer and seller. There are no verbal 
agreements not documented in this contract. If there are any other agreements they will be listed at the 
end of the contract. No verbal agreements shall be binding. This contract may not be changed except in 
writing and signed by both parties. Violations are a breach of contract and will require puppy to be 
brought back to seller immediately at the purchasers’ expense.  

I the buyer understand that this contract is to protect the life of my new puppy and ensure that I am 
ready to make a lifetime commitment to the care and well-being of this puppy. I also understand that if I 
have any issue with behavior, housetraining or anything else that I need help with the seller is always 
there for support. 

Notes: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Printed Name of Buyer__________________________________________________ 

Buyer Signature____________________________________________ Date________ 

Printed Name of Additional Buyer__________________________________________ 

Additional Buyer Signature____________________________________ Date________ 

 

Sellers Name   Shannon L. Stites or Mark A. Stites – Flying S Retrievers 

Sellers Signature___________________________________________ Date__________ 

 

 

 



 


